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Introduction
Our goal for this project is to determine how long a hard drive can stay submerged under water before the data
becomes irretrievable. We will be using a series of hard drives that we submerge in water to gather data on how
water can affect the information stored on each hard drive. The precise submersion times will vary in length in
order for us to see how, if at all, the time submerged will affect the hard drive. We hope that our research will
help law enforcement officials in future investigations, as well as other private forensic analysts.
With the advancement of technology comes the advancement of crime, as well as the advancement of methods
to evade law enforcement. When a person is caught for a computer related offense, they may attempt to take
measures to destroy any evidence on their computers. In many cases, they are going to want to target their hard
drives and try to destroy them, in attempt to eradicate the data on these drives. With the ever-growing popularity
of television, there are many myths about computers and hard drives that can range from reality to completely
made-up movie magic. We are going to look specifically at the notion of destroying a hard drive by putting it in
water. This is a popular idea for a criminal trying to quickly destroy his hard drive(s); he may see a body of
water (be it a lake, bath tub, or anything else that contains water) and throw his hard drive in, hoping that this
will completely destroy the hard drive and its data. For example, when Ray Gricar went missing, his hard drive
was found six months later at the bottom of a lake. It was brought to two FBI labs as well as Kroll Ontrack, but
all data on the hard drive was deemed irrecoverable (Foul Play Theory Weakened, 2009). We are going to do
our best as forensic investigators to figure out the facts about destroying a hard drive in water, as well as how
much data is lost when a hard drive is submerged. We will take a systematic approach, and use shorter time
frames: ranging from 10 minutes to an hour. Our research in this paper will hopefully give forensic examiners a
baseline idea of what to expect from water damaged hard drives and what methods to use for retrieving data.
Background:
We have found no official studies done specifically on the topic of destructed data forensics. There are many
reported cases of people losing data on their hard drives and then getting them repaired (typically by
professional data recovery firms), but nothing close to systematically destroying multiple hard drives for the
purpose of collecting data so investigators can know what data can and cannot be recovered in varying
conditions. There were several threads in various forums where people asked the same question: how much
water damage could a hard drive take, and can it be fixed without professional equipment? We read responses
saying that simple submersion in water, or even salt water, would do no damage a majority of the time, so long
as the water wasn’t filled with a large amount of debris and the drive suffered no other damage (Can a hard
drive be destroyed by drowning, 2013; Forensics: Does water destroy a hard drive?, 2009). There were various
videos showing submersion of drives on YouTube, and many of the drives used in them were functional for the
amount of time it was submerged in water (When Water Hits the HDD, 2011). However, these videos were all
created by different accounts and had no control factor, as most of the videos only used one drive for an
undetermined amount of time, often with no information other than if the platter stayed spinning after the
submersion. Due to the lack of professional studies done on this subject, there was no proven evidence that
could be used as a strong basis for our research. The vast majority of those asking for help had household
accidents that didn’t go beyond dropping their laptops in the toilet or the bathtub.
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Purpose and Scope:
This research is mainly intended to assist with the criminal aspect of destroying a hard drive. One of the most
common ways that criminals try and dispose of incriminating evidence is by destroying their entire hard drive.
Our research will help forensic examiners develop an approximation of what to expect after a hard drive has
been submerged in water. They will also be able to cross reference the findings from our test with the findings
from actual cases. They will know if they should expect data loss or not, and what measures should be taken to
recover the data. In our project, we will also troubleshoot problems that occur and find the best solution to
recover the most data.
Research Questions:
1. Is it possible to make data irretrievable from an HDD solely by submerging it in water?
2. Will the data on a hard drive be affected differently depending on how long it is submerged?
Terminology:
Destructed Data Forensics: This is a branch of digital forensics that focuses on retrieving lost, erased, or
otherwise altered and/or damaged data.
FTK Imager: Free software created by AccessData, which can be used to create an image of a hard drive.
FTK 4.1: A forensic tool created by AccessData that can process images of hard drives for review, acquire
images, process evidence, and analyze data.
Hexadecimal: The hexadecimal number system (also called base-16) is a number system that uses 16 unique
symbols to represent a particular value. Those symbols are 0-9 and A-F (Hexadecimal, 2013).
Writeblocker: A tool used to disable write permissions on a hard drive to prevent data destruction, alteration, or
contamination of data during the acquisition of a hard drive.
Hex View: The hex view is an option in FTK that shows the breakdown of a file’s data in hexadecimal. It is
also in most other Forensics Tools, such as EnCase and Winhex.
Natural View: The natural view is an option in FTK that allows you to view a file as it would be seen when
opened in the proper program. As with the hex view, this is also an option available in other Forensics Tools.

Methodology and Methods
The hard drives will be imaged using FTK Imager then submerged in 5.68 liters of room temperature water, at a
height of 5.75 inches, for specific time intervals (10 minutes, 30 minutes, and 60 minutes) with the circuit board
facing down. The direction of the circuit board in relation to the bucket of water doesn’t particularly matter as
far as we know, and we found no evidence online that suggested otherwise, but we wanted to keep the entire
process consistent. Once removed from the water, the outside of the drive will be padded dry with a towel then
connected to a test PC with a writeblocker in order to be imaged again. We will then compare the image before
the hard drive was submerged to the image after the hard drive was submerged to see if any data has changed
and then record the findings. We will then repeat our process with each of the time intervals. For dates/times
that each hard drive was submerged/acquired, see in the results section. Table 2 covers all time related
HDD in Water
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information including the time and date of when the drives were submerged, when they were successfully
acquired, and how much time if took for each acquisition.
Table 1: Equipment
Item

Identifier

Size/Specification and/or Use

Serial Number

Test Drive 1
Test Drive 2
Test Drive 3
FTK Imager
FTK 4.1
Write Blocker

DataDestruction1
DataDestruction2
DataDestruction5
FTK Imager
FTK
Forensics Kit 9

WMANS2363483
WMANS2364364
WMANS2364465
N/A
N/A
N/A

Blue Trash Bin
Tap Water

Bin/Bucket
Water

80GB WesternDigital SATA
80GB WesternDigital SATA
80GB WesternDigital SATA
Imaging tool for acquiring HDD images
Forensic tool for comparing acquired images
Wiebetech Forensic UltraDock V4 write blocker
Used to stop write permissions to hard drive to
preserve original state
7 x 10 x 12
From Burlington, VT

N/A
N/A

Analysis
Throughout this project, we will be simulating the experience of a hard drives being dropped in water for
purposes of tampering with evidence. In a number of cases every year, criminals do this with the intent to
destroy completely all data on the drive, making evidence irrecoverable and a prosecution difficult if not
impossible. However, we expect that our results will show that data is mostly, if not entirely, recoverable when
a hard drive is submerged for between ten and sixty minutes. Even though hard drives aren’t water proof, a
common misconception, water alone shouldn’t do much damage to the data; the danger is in the corrosion of the
platters and circuit boards, which should be minimal with lower submersion times. The only case we
discovered in which water made the data on a hard drive completely irrecoverable was the aforementioned case
where the hard drive had been submerged at the bottom of a lake for six months.

Results
10 Minutes: For our ten minute submersion experiment, we used a hard drive labelled “DataDestruction1”
(DD1 for short) (see Table 1: Equipment above for hard drive details). Initially, when we tried to image DD1
after submersion we yielded no results; FTK would not acquire the drive. However, when we attempted to
image the drive a second time, it began acquiring almost right away. This could have possibly been due to the
dampness of the drive, as water is a conductor and can easily interfere with the communication between the
circuit board and the entire drive. Upon completion of the image, we noticed immediately that the hashes from
the initial image matched perfectly with the hashes from the post-submersion image (see Figure 1 and Figure 2
below).
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Figure 1: DD1 MD5 hash before submersion

Figure 2: DD1 MD5 hash after submersion

We then did a side by side file comparison of the two forensically acquired images of DD1 and found that no
data was lost during its submersion in water for ten minutes. We have provided various screenshot comparisons
of two files that we have reviewed for changes: savecats.odt and candycake.jpg. One specific file that we
reviewed for data loss, savecats.odt, clearly shows in the properties that the images taken before and after
submersion are identical (See Figure 3 and Figure 4 below). The physical and logical size remained constant
and seems to have retained no damage from the water.
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Figure 3: DD1 savecats.odt properties before submersion
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Figure 4: DD1 savecats.odt properties after submersion

The same applies to the hex data of savecats.odt, as no data was lost and the hex data is unchanged (see Figure 5
and Figure 6 below).
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Figure 5: DD1 savecats.odt hex before submersion
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Figure 6: DD1 savecats.odt hex after submersion

All other files that we compared also matched the destructed image. As an example, we have provided
screenshots below of the file candycake.jpg, which was included in the user’s pictures folder. Just like the
savecats.odt file (Figure 7 and Figure 8), candycake.jpg suffered no corruption. Initially, we looked at the
properties to see that the physical and logical sizes are again the same (Figure 9 and Figure 10). Next, we
looked at the file’s hex view to see that they are also the same, and that there has been no data loss (Figure 11
and Figure 12). We then took a look at the natural view of candycake.jpg to check if we could see any visual
hints of data loss, such as black bars in the picture. However, it is visible in the two pictures that they are both
undamaged and there’s been no data loss (Figure 13 and Figure 14).
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Figure 7: DD1 savecats.odt natural before submersion

Figure 8: DD1 savecats.odt natural after submersion
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Figure 9: DD1 candycake.jpg properties before submersion
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Figure 10: DD1 candycake.jpg properties after submersion
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Figure 11: DD1 candycake.jpg hex before submersion
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Figure 12: DD1 candycake.jpg hex after submersion

Figure 13: DD1 candycake.jpg natural file before submersion
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Figure 14: DD1 candycake.jpg natural file after submersion

30 Minutes: We had difficulty yielding results from our thirty minute submersion (“DataDestruction2”).
Initially, the hard drive would not acquire; FTK was able to see the write blocker, but not the hard drive. We
came to the decision to let the hard drive dry out overnight, in hopes that it would be able to be imaged in the
morning. The next day we were still unable to acquire the drive. Our solution was to take the circuit board from
another hard drive of the same make and model and put it into DD2. We realized that the circuit board had
suffered large amounts of corrosion from the water, making it impossible for the electronics to communicate.
By simply replacing the circuit board with a new one, we were able to plug the hard drive into the computer
through a write blocker and acquire it quickly. We were concerned that the hard drives hash would be altered
after we changed circuit boards; however, upon completion of the acquisition after the submersion, we
confirmed that the hashes were the same (see Table 2 and/or Figure 15 and Figure 16 below).
Figure 15: DD2 Hash MD5 before submersion

Figure 16: DD2 Hash MD5 after submersion
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To confirm that no data was lost, we again took two acquisition images from before and after the submersion
and looked at them in FTK 4.0.We yielded the same results, and found no evidence of data loss. Cake.jpg was
one of our test files to check for data loss. In Figure 17 and Figure 18, we see that the physical size of the file
before submersion was 12,288 bytes (12.00 KB) and the physical size of the file after the submersion was also
12,288 bytes (12.00 KB). In Figure 19 and Figure 20, we can see that the hex of the file was unchanged from
before the submersion and after the submersion, further indicating that no data had been lost. And finally in the
natural view in Figure 21 and Figure 22, we can see that both pictures are fully intact, and that there has been no
data loss.
Figure 17: DD2 cake.jpg properties before submersion
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Figure 18: DD2 cake.jpg properties after submersion
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Figure 19: DD2 cake.jpg hex before submersion

Figure 20: DD2 cake.jpg hex after submersion
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Figure 21: DD2 cake.jpg natural files before submersion

Figure 22: DD2 cake.jpg natural file after submersion
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We followed the same proves with the file savecats.odt below. In Figure 23 and Figure 24, you can see that the
physical size remained a constant 16384 bytes (16 KB). We again compared both the hex (Figure 25 and Figure
26) and the natural view (Figure 27 and Figure 28) to see if they were still consistent. As you can see below,
there was no data corruption or loss. The hex retained its original sequence, and the natural files remained
identical.
Figure 23: DD2 savecats.odt properties before submersion
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Figure 24: DD2 savecats.odt properties after submersion
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Figure 25: DD2 savecats.odt hex before submersion

Figure 26: DD2 savecats.odt hex after submersion
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Figure 27: DD2 savecats.odt natural file before submersion

Figure 28: DD2 savecats.odt natural file after submersion
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60 Minutes (1 Hour): Our 60 minute submersion, “DataDestruction5,” yielded results surprisingly easily.
Unlike DD1 or DD2, the acquisition was able to be performed on the first try. This leads us to believe that DD2
could possibly have had a large amount of corrosion underneath the circuit board even before the submersion.
As with the other results, the hashes (Figure 29 and Figure 30) and files matched perfectly.

Figure 29: DD5 MD5 Hash before submersion

Figure 30: DD5 MD5 Hash after submersion
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The following page contains the comparison of cake.jpg as seen in the acquired image of DD5. Figure 31 and
Figure 32 show the properties of the file, Figure 33 and Figure 34 show the hex of the file, and Figure 35 and
Figure 36 show the natural view of cake.jpg.
Figure 31: DD5 cake.jpg properties before submersion
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Figure 32: DD5 cake.jpg properties after submersion
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Figure 33: DD5 cake.jpg hex before submersion

Figure 34: DD5 cake.jpg hex after submersion
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Figure 35: DD5 cake.jpg natural file before submersion

Figure 36: DD5 cake.jpg natural file after submersion
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Table 2: HDD Information

Conclusion
Through our research on this project, we have decided that you cannot make data irretrievable by simply
submerging an HDD in water. The amount of time it is submerged does not seem to make a great deal of
difference, as issues with the hard drives were spread out between the 10, 30, and 60 minute tests. We did not
encounter a large number or insurmountable issues, as the only problem we ran into was when FTK Imager
would not read the hard drives initially. We thought it was a writeblocker issue at some points, for some tests
the hard drive was just too wet and needed to sit for a little, and then sometimes we had to replace the circuit
board and that is what fixed our problem. There were no noticeable and/or significant differences with the
problems we encountered as the time increased. The hard drive didn’t suffer different amounts of corrosion
between the tests, and in every test there was zero data loss.

Further Work
For a possible expansion on this project, we considered using salt water as our liquid instead of tap water (fresh
water). Salt water is excessively more corrosive than fresh water, and we think that this could alter our results.
Additionally, for the salt water test, we would add a step where we would dunk the hard drive in fresh water
after the salt water, to see if this fresh water “rinse” stops excess corrosion from the salt. It would also be
beneficial to image the drives multiple times: once immediately after taking it out of the water, 1 hour later, 24
hours later, and then a week later. Exact times would be decided by the investigators, these are just possible
suggestions. Additionally, we could experiment with different water conditions, such as the depth at which the
hard drives are submerged, whether a current is present, and if the water has natural debris in it. Another
element that could be altered is how the drives are introduced to the water. In this series of submersions, we
have placed the drives in the water. Instead, a possibility is to drop or toss the drives into the water. Also, before
submerging in water, we would consider taking the circuit board off and taking pictures of the underside of the
circuit board. This will allow us to see how much corrosion is present on the circuit board as a result of the
water specifically. We have plans to expand on this by doing a drop test and seeing how much data can be lost
due to the shock and impact from the drop, and what data, if any, is still recoverable.
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